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non-profit corporation, New York State accredited Museum and institution
of higher learning, “to be located in New York State,

Our Mission at Museum of Urban Arts is to establish, preserve and exhibit
artworks from Urban Artists worldwide, while also serving as an cultural
educational enrichment center, hosting public art projects and exhibitions,
immersive urban arts experiences, events, classes, workshops and events
for the community.

The Vision for The Museum of Urban Arts is to create an indoor and outdoor
museum park experience with live, virtual and interactive exhibits of the urban
arts movement. Our Interactive Exhibits & Galleries will provide cultural enrichment
and education in the Street Arts and Urban Arts culture through the exhibition
of installations and artworks in: Urban Fine Arts, Urban Contemporary Arts,
Music, Dance, Public Arts: Sculptures, Installations and Murals, Street Art &
Graffiti Writing, Urban Arts Memorabilia, Urban Agriculture, Photography and
Cinematography.

Classes and Workshops are also available for all museum guests in single and
ongoing sessions. The Museum of Urban Arts will host school trips, after school
programming, street and urban arts classes, workshops, technical trainings, artists
career development workshops and residencies, as well as host educational group
and private tours and many more street arts and urban arts related technique classes.

Our Creative Warehouse is fully accessible to artists of all levels featuring
classrooms and creative work spaces equipped with the latest state of the
arts technology of computers, cameras for both photography and film, musical
instruments, music studio recording equipment and laser cutting and welding
machinery, with the ability to create industrial sized artworks and sculptures.

All artists also have the opportunity to rent creative work spaces and studios
for private projects. Work spaces tailored for: Music, Dance, Film, Photography,
Painting, Sewing, Sculpting, Welding, Spray Painting, Laser Cutting and many
Urban Arts related techniques will be available by request.

The Museum of Urban Arts curates public arts exhibitions and has completed
countless art installations with artists from all over the world. With something for
every visitor, the Museum of Urban Arts in New York will serve as an international
attraction, commanding visitors from all around the globe.

All guests of The Museum of Urban Arts will have the opportunity to leave their visit
with a piece of urban artworks created by them, delivering an unforgettable and
unique cultural educational enrichment experience.
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